
“Luxury must be comfortable; otherwise it is not luxury.”

Coco Chanel

Luxury and comfort are reflections of personal refinement and style. They can be
achieved through an attitude toward design elements (fabrics, objects, furniture,
flooring, lighting, colors) that are brought together and appear almost unplanned,
but with a sense of harmony and balance.

Luxury means living comfortably, so your enjoyment in your surroundings is 
apparent. Luxurious dining rooms used to mean heavy Chippendale or Federal
tables, but now a gorgeous piece of marble or slate on an exceptional found-
object base can offer a different and stylish elegance. Or, the juxtaposition of the
unexpected... often an object or an heirloom can look fresh when placed with a
surprising texture or color. Rough and smooth, or dots and stripes, may bring out
a creative harmony in the right setting. When luxury and comfort become an 
attitude, your living environment can surround you with colors, shapes and 
textures that reflect your evolving "visual voice." 

SPOTTED!
A classic shape brought up to date  through the choice of non-traditional pattern and color. 
The feel of velvet makes it ultra luxurious!

Or combine a 
modern piece with
damask curtains 
in fresh and 
unexpected colors. 

I welcome feedback or comments as I would like to make this newsletter as useful as possible for you.
Feel free to pass this along to friends or let me know if you would like me to add someone to the
mailing list.

Leslie N. Hayes

TRIMMINGS
Whether buttons or frogs, custom
details create the unique touches
that bring pleasure and surprise. 
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DESIGN
ASSIGNMENTS

Besides designing

rooms and outdoor

spaces, clients hire 

me for some of the 

following:

· Paint color choices

· Finding fabric, 

furniture, accent

pieces, light 

fixtures, or 

accessories

· Choosing finishes,

tiles, and materials 

for bathroom and

kitchen renovations

· Rearranging rooms

· Space planning

· Consultations
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